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ABSTRACT 

The SSSSO, Gujarat had adopted 15 schools under the Sri Sathya Sai 

Vidya Jyoti project till June 2020. As per the data of March 2020, there 

were only 4 schools that are active and reporting the activities of the 

SSSVJ project while the rest were not consistent with reporting and 

activities as per the SSSVJ guidelines. So, we surveyed to know the 

issues faced by each District / Samiti and planned accordingly. Further, 

in this time of the pandemic, the schools and government had started 

providing education on online platforms, even though many students 

didn’t have enough resources to attend online classes. We surveyed such 

students using social media and organization volunteers to help & 

support them by providing an offline medium for education (Books with 

the most important self-explanatory notes) for exam preparation. 
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 CHAPTER 1 - PROJECT SUMMARY 

The main aim of this project is enhancing the SSSVJ project/activity in 

Gujarat, to ensure consistency in events, improved volunteer 

engagement, better school-teachers-students involvement, Ensuring 

access to technology-independent Educare resources at home. Our initial 

survey of all SSSVJ schools indicated 4 main issues. 

1. Poor or no reporting of the activities conducted. 

2. Location of adopted schools being far from the interested 
volunteers. 

3. Very low participation of Youth Volunteers. 

4. Lack of proper knowledge about SSSVJ program in the current 

volunteers and organization members. 

 

To address the issue (1), a reporting environment needs to be set up and 

1-2 dedicated volunteers per district should be trained to use it and 

report regularly. To address the 2
nd

 issue, either school should be 

adopted near the active volunteers’ proximity, or a particular 

transportation seva needs to be planned to take volunteers to the school. 

For the 3
rd

 & 4
th

 issue, the knowledge of the importance of the SSSVJ 

program needs to be spread among the current members of the 

organization and non-members also. An online induction program was 

conducted with the help of senior SSSVJ and Balvikas Volunteers. 

There were 108 registration for the program and nearly 80% agreed to 

join the SSSVJ program in the follow-up calls to them. 

For imparting offline Educare, we restricted the project to 10th 

standard Gujarati medium students only, as they are not going to be 

promoted without exams and to bring it within our scope also. So, we 

posted on social media for finding such students and posted within our 

organization. Hopefully, we got requirements from Bharuch district,  

for 56 such students for offline exam preparation, we surveyed and 

decided to distribute Apekshit (by Navneet House) for the main 4 

subjects. 
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 CHAPTER 2 - OBJECTIVES 
 

 

 

2.1 To provide and set up an effective solution to Education and Educare 

for the students without internet access at home. 

2.2 To ensure consistency in the participation of SSSVJ schools byn 

accordance with the pandemic circumstances. 

2.3 To create a structure to reactivate the dormant SSSVJ schools of 

Gujarat state. 

2.4 To achieve Bhagwan`s mission, Our main goal is to transform rural 

schools into well-educated schools. 

2.5 Social Impacts Activities. 

2.6 New people are not part of this mission especially Young and 

energetic youth, so we try to give them the opportunity to be part of 

Bhagwan’s mission and uplift ourselves. 

2.7 Combine all the wings of our organization through this program. 
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 CHAPTER 3 - SCOPE 
 

 

 

3.1 Within Scope 

3.1.1 Area 

● Cover Rural Schools in Every District 

● Cover Three Wings of Organization for SSSVJ activity 

3.1.2 Beneficiaries 

● Children 

● Parents 

● Teachers 

● Schools 

● Elders and Youth members of SSSSO, Gujarat. 

● SSSSOGujarat. 

3.1.3Timeline 

● Decide to start on the 20th  of July. 

● Read SSSVJ Guideline before 20th August. 

● Survey SSSVJ school and collect respective data. 

● Collect current  volunteer  details  of  the    SSSVJ  program 

before 10th September. 

● Plan SSSVJ induction program on 17th  August. 

● Design Campaign Structure on 30 August. 

● Implement Induction Training Program Part-1 27th 

September. 
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3.2 Out of Scope 

3.2.1 Create a Sitemap for schools to start. 

3.2.2 Local teams to contact schools with the suggested planner. 

3.2.3 Create a volunteer team near the inactive school. 

3.3.4 Local teams to contact schools with the suggested planner. 
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CHAPTER 4 - ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

 

 

4.1 Gujarat State President 

Mr. Hemant Patel is our Gujarat State President. He is our main 

supply chain person(Key Person). Their main role is to keep an eye on 

our project and give us approval for any project related permissions. He 

also provides his guidance whenever required. 

4.2 Gujarat State Vice President 

Mr. Avinash Rao is our state Vice President. His major role in our 

project is to give advice, a practical approach for youth motivation, and 

new ideas for the project. 

4.3 State Youth Coordinator(Gents) 

Mr. Rajiv Gosai is our State Youth Coordinator and our main 

guardian of this project. His role in this project is to give support in each 

phase of the project and motivate us for doing new ideas 

implementation. 

4.4 State Youth Coordinator(Mahila) 

Mrs. Anubhuti Tandon Gajjar is our State Youth Coordinator 

(Mahila) and she is the SSSVJ coordinator since 2019. Her role in the 

project is to provide SSSVJ National guidelines and brief us with the 

current status of this project. Provide guidance at different stages and 

help us to take a new initiative to achieve the goal of the project. 

4.5 SSSNLP Team Members 

We are a total of four members. We have all taken responsibility 

for this project and our roles have been decided accordingly. 

4.6 SSSVJ Volunteers 

A total of 104 Volunteers are also involved in the project. Each 
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volunteer has been assigned a school in their district. 

4.7 SSSVJ Induction Program Team 

10 senior members of SSSSO, Gujarat, and 4 participants were 

involved in the Induction Webinar held (Refer 5.3.2 for information). 

The list of organizing team members with their position and topics in the 

webinar. 

● Mr. Akshit Arora, SSSNLP Student: Host 

● Mr. Rajiv Gosai, State Youth Coordinator (Gents): Importance of 

SSSSO 

● Mr. Avinash Rao, Gujarat State Vice President: Importance of 

SSSVJ 

● Mr. Tarun Dhariwal, SSSNLP Student: Brief Introduction about 

SSSVJ 

● Mrs. Kumkum Tandon, Sr. volunteer in SSSVJ, Ahmedabad: 

Stakeholders: Child and Parent centric 

● Mrs. Shilpa Popat, former State Youth Coordinator (Mahila): 

Stakeholders: Stakeholders: School and Teacher centric 

● Mrs.  Anubhuti  Tandon Gajjar, State Youth  Coordinator(Mahila): 

Importance of team and steps of execution. 

● Q/A Panel 

○ Mrs. Kumkum Tandon, Sr. volunteer in SSSVJ 

○ Mrs. Varsha Shukla, Balvikas Coordinator, Gujarat 

○ Mrs. Smita Patel, Spiritual Coordinator (Mahila), Gujarat 

○ Mr. Sunil Godbole, Spiritual Coordinator (Gents), Gujarat 

○ Mrs. Sushila Gohil, Service Coordinator (Mahila), Gujarat 

● Mr. Hemant Patel, State President, Gujarat: Concluding words 

● Hirak Rana, SSSNLP Student: Presentation display 

● Sanket Makwana, SSSNLP Student: Online audience management 

and social media promotions. 
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 CHAPTER 5 – PROJECT FLOW 

5.1. Concept Initiation 

In the SSSVJ program of Gujarat state, there are 15 adopted 

schools, out of which only 4 reported the activities of the programs 

conducted in the adopted schools. This problem initiated the urge 

for taking up this project to find out the issues and plan to address 

them. Further, in this pandemic situation, many students lacked 

resources for online education. This problem created an urge in us 

to find a way for an offline education system for such students. 

 
5.2. Data Collection, Analysis, and Planning 

5.2.1 Read SSSVJ Guidelines 

To startup, it was necessary for all the participants to 

thoroughly read and understand the SSSVJ project, its 

mission, and its execution. We studied the soft copy of the 

“SRI    SATHYA    SAI    VIDYA    JYOTHI    -   Activity 

Guidelines'' (Ref. Appendix 9.5.1) literature. It helped us to 

know the details about the SSSVJ program, it’s important for 

SSSSO INDIA and it’s expected flow and methodology of 

execution. 

5.2.2 Get SSSVJ Program details and planner 

We took the reports of existing schools and their planner to 

understand how the SSSVJ has been implemented in the 

schools of Gujarat. 

5.2.3 Connect to State President for help with the resources 

To ensure full support from all the districts and SSSVJ 

volunteers, we reached out to our State President, Mr. 

Hemant, asking for permission to conduct surveys, contact 

organization volunteers, and access the reports of the SSSVJ 

schools. 
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5.2.4 Get all the adopted school’s data 

We collected the data of 15 schools using a Questionnaire in 

Google Form (image-appendix) and the report is submitted to 

the organization. The data indicated that in 11 SSSVJ schools 

(out of 15), monthly SSSVJ activities (mostly Balvikas) were 

being conducted, but the reporting of 4 schools (doing many 

SSSVJ activities) was good and the remaining 7 schools 

reporting, strength of Volunteers as well as wide reach at 

grass root level as per National guidelines needed 

improvement and so the status of these schools seemed to be 

inactive. In the remaining 4 schools (out of 15), the adopted 

school was very far from the proximity of the volunteers, and 

volunteer strength reduced, and so gradually SSSVJ activities 

stopped in these schools. 

5.2.5 Get all the volunteer details of SSSVJ 

With the help of District Youth Coordinators and SSSVJ 

school convener, we collected the data of existing volunteers 

actively participating in the SSSVJ programme for Gujarat 

state. It was found that the strength of volunteers mainly 

Youth is very low, which is the main issue reported by the 

respective district presidents also. 

5.2.6 Case study for the students lacking resources 

We conducted a case study for the students who did not have 

any access to online resources to find out what can be the  

best possible solution out of the alternatives. So, we planned 

to distribute important self-explanatory notes. 

5.2.7 Get all subject notes 

One of our most important and critical objectives was to 

provide learning material to students who don’t have access  

to online resources. We restricted this for 10th standard 

Gujarati medium only as they have to appear for board  
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exams, and it will also bring it within our scope of 

implementation. We were looking for alternative options of 

education that can be used without internet access and are 

effective enough to understand the concepts thoroughly by 

self-studying. We contacted schools and tuition classes for  

the same. At the end, we found out that most of the study 

material was copied from the book name “Apekshit (by 

Navneet publication)”. This book has important questions 

with their self-explanatory answers and past 5 years board 

question paper and their answers too. 
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5.2.8 Plan Structures for Online Campaign to increase 

Volunteers 

Based on the issues found and the major one being low youth 

volunteer involvement, we planned to start a social media 

campaign to create awareness about the requirement of youth 

and their ability in seva activities. In this campaign, we 

planned 3 different campaigns 

(1) Posting Flyers on social media. 

(2) Posting Testimonials 

(3) Spreading Knowledge of SSSVJ through 

Online media. 

5.2.9 Create a support team for SSSVJ 

To support us in the implementation of the  planned 

programs, we asked some of the active SSSVJ members for 

their support. 

5.2.10 Plan Structure for enabling inactive/dormant schools 

To active any inactive school, we planned these two ways 

(1)To reactivate old respective volunteers of that 

particular school. 

(2) To add new volunteers near the proximity of that 
school. 

Both these plans were implemented by doing an online 
Induction program. 

 
 

5.3. Implementation 

5.3.1 Implementation of Online Campaign to increase 

Volunteers 

In this campaign, we planned 3 different campaigns 

(1) We made posters in Gujarati and English 
language(Ref. image) asking youth to join the “SAI YOUNG 

MESSENGERS'' to use their abilities in Seva with the 

guidance of elderly experienced volunteers. This 
implementation failed to bring in any result. (Image 5.3.1.1), 

(Image 5.3.1.2) 
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(2) Upon failure of the above-mentioned 

implementation, next we asked current youth volunteers to 

give their testimonial about the journey and changes in life 

after joining SSSSO, INDIA. We ourselves made 4 such 

videos and asked others to make this kind of video to help 

spread the benefits they have enjoyed. Watching such videos 

many friends and inactive relatives may ask them more about 

the organization and may join in the future. This idea also 

failed and we didn’t get any more testimonials. ( Video Link 

in Appendix) 

(3) To spread knowledge of SSSVJ to Current 
volunteers as well as to all the Members of SSSSO, Gujarat, 

we planned live streaming of the induction program on 
youtube. This is explained in detail in the next section. 

 

 

 
 

Image 5.3.1.1 
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Image 5.3.1.2 

 
 

5.3.2 Induction Training Program 

One of our main goals was to increase volunteer participation 

and to have refresher training for the existing SSSVJ youth to 

make sure that we all are on the same path as setting up by 

the divine. For this, a 2-hour online webinar was organized  

on September 27, 2020 (Video Link in appendix). We 

created social media banners (Image 5.3.2.1) for spreading 

information about the program and a Google Form based 

registration form for the volunteers who were interested to 

join the program. We shared this on our state’s social media 

platforms and Whatsapp groups to ensure maximum 

participation. We received 108 entries in the form by 27 

September 2020. The main aim of the webinar was to let 

people know what SSSVJ stands for, and what are the key 

factors of the program. The program was distributed in the 

following topics: 

● Importance of SSSO 

● Importance of SSSVJ 
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● Brief Introduction about SSSVJ 

● Stakeholders 

○ Child Centric 

○ Parent Centric 

○ School Centric 

○ Teacher Centric 

● Importance of Team 

● Steps of execution 

● Q/A with a Panelists team of 5 senior SSSSO Gujarat 
members. 

● Concluding remarks 
The webinar organizing team is mentioned in point 4.7. 

 

After the session, we called each of the 108 registered 

volunteers to know  their views for SSSVJ and their interest 

in joining SSSVJ activities, 80% of the volunteers agreed 

which is a great achievement for us in this project. 
 

 

Image 5.3.2.1 
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5.3.3 Increase Volunteer Resource 

After the induction program, we bifurcated the registered 108 

people into the male and female list. We started calling the 

male list members asking them about the program and their 

availability to join the SSSVJ program. Similarly, with the 

help of Sister Anubhuti and  female Volunteers, the female 

list calling has also started. (Link in Appendix) 

5.3.4 Distribution of Technology independent notes 

We have contacted the Navneet publication house, to 

purchase 56 sets of Apekshit for 4 subjects (viz. Maths, 

Science, Social Studies, & English). The finances required  

for the distribution has been discussed with the state and 

respective district, and they have pledged to give support for 

that. Due to pandemics and uncertainty in the course for the 

exams, the publication house has told us that they will bring 

the book into the market after Diwali. So, the distribution of 

the book will take place as soon as the book comes into the 

market. 
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CHAPTER 6 – RESOURCES AND TOOLS USED 

6.1 Software & Technology 

6.1.1 Google Ecosystem: Drive, Forms, Docs, Meet, Slides, 

Sheets, G-Mail 

6.1.2 Microsoft Office 

6.1.3 Whatsapp 

6.1.4 Social Media Platforms 

6.1.5 Youtube for live streaming 

6.1.6 Streamyard for live streaming on Youtube 

6.1.7 Bitrix for Project Management Tool 

6.2 Manpower 

6.2.1 All the District Youth Coordinators of Gujarat 

6.2.2 All the SSSVJ volunteers of Gujarat 

6.2.3 State President, Gujarat 

6.2.4 State Vice President, Gujarat 

6.2.5 State Youth Coordinator, Gujarat 

6.2.6 SSSVJ Coordinator, Gujarat 

6.2.7 Sr. Balvikas Gurus 

6.2.8 SSSVJ Volunteers 

6.3 Financial Resources 
 

6.3.1 Group funding by volunteers for distribution of Study 

Material for students. 
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CHAPTER 7 - PROJECT FINDINGS AND 

 RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Findings and Recommendations implemented in the current 

project 

With the execution of the project, we found that the major reason for 

SSSVJ were inactive in schools were the following issues: 

● Lack of volunteer resources. 

● Lack of communication structure between SSSVJ volunteers 

on-field and state team. 

● Lack of understanding of SSSVJ principles and objectives in   new 

volunteers. 

● SSSVJ has no activity to help students study without internet 

access during the pandemic lockdown. 

● Lack of awareness about SSSVJ among youth volunteers. 

7.2 Recommendations parked for future implementation/scale-up 

While in our project, we were able to cater to many of the issues we 

found during our research, there are still various points that would 

require regular implementation with the help of youths and volunteers 

● Regular induction cum refresher training. Recommended duration: 

once in every 3 months. 

● District level programmes with local non-devotee youth to create a 

local level resource pool of volunteers. 

● Online reporting structure and activity guideline list that is 

accessible to all the SSSVJ volunteers. 

● The SSSVJ Guidelines document is being translated in Regional 

Gujarati Language for better understanding of the program to all 

Volunteers. 
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CHAPTER 8 – LESSONS LEARNT 

(Success & Failure Stories) 

8.1 Collective learning 

As a part of Bhagwan`s mission, Swami gives us many opportunities to 

learn. We have learned a lot as we move forward in the project. 

8.1.1 Communication Skill 

In communication skill we learned to explain our own ideas, using 

appropriate vocabulary in front of people like our coordinators, office 

bearers 

8.1.2 Project and Team Management 

We worked together as a team all by ourselves. This was great learning 

for all of us. We learned how to put our ideas and listen to other 

members’ opinions and come to a decision that was acceptable by all 

without triggering our egos. 

8.1.3 Support 

We all worked as a closely-knitted team. Just in case, if one of the 

members is unavailable due to some personal reasons, the other  

members readily distributed the tasks in between each other to ensure 

effectiveness in the goals. 

8.1.4 Openness 

Despite different backgrounds, cultures, skill sets, we always kept our 

points openly and were readily available to experience a new skill/task 

which had never been done before by us. 

8.1.5 Effective Allocation of Roles 

We came to know each other’s level of expertise, so we distributed the 

tasks accordingly that helped us a lot of ineffective and faster execution 

of our tasks. 
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8.2 Individual learning (Self Transformation) 

 

 

 
Akshit Arora: For me, the ultimate learning was that not all our plans 

will succeed. But we have to be connected with the goals, not the plans. 

If the plan didn’t work, take quick action, and work on new plans that 

can help us in achieving our goals. I also learned that leadership in the 

true sense is service to humanity. The more you serve, the better leader 

you’ll become. The sessions along with our projects, especially the 

satsangs were of great help. They were actually portraying the speakers 

as our role models for what we were trying to achieve through this 

project. I realized that by constant efforts, communication, and a group 

of empowering people around us, we can achieve the tasks easily which 

would have been impossible for us otherwise. 

 

 

 
Hirak Rana: As my individual learning, I learned so many new skills 

and values in my life to develop myself as a good human and serve in 

society. After this nine-month, I have seen so many changes in myself 

like I am grateful to all, humble with everyone, listening to others and 

understanding, and follow the values as per swamis teaching. Also, I 

learned leadership qualities. How to become a good leader in my 

personal and professional life. Maintain the relationship at the corporate 

level and manage with colleagues. Learned the communication skill and 

interpersonal skill to develop good qualities and build good character. 
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Sanket Makwana: I learned about what are my strengths and how I can 

lean into them to become a more effective leader? What are my 

weaknesses, and how can I work to fill those gaps and be more well 

rounded? Developing this insight can help me prioritize the best 

strategies for improvement. I also learned that leaders must understand 

how to set direction, design teams, coach colleagues, deliver feedback, 

and build robust, trusting relationships with my direct reports. 

Leadership entails understanding people's emotions because we are not 

dealing with robots and machines. Emotional intelligence greatly 

improved productivity. By learning how to deal at an emotional level, 

such as showing empathy to my colleagues, I can engage, motivate, and 

empower them to perform at their best. 

 

 

 
Tarun Dhariwal: The most important learning I gained is patience. 

When we work in a seva organization, all the volunteers may not give 

prompt replies, or work in a committed timeline. We should always be 

calm, happy and politely ask them to work. The things may take more 

time to complete, but we should keep up the patience. Talking sweetly 

and obligingly is the key to getting work done. Another important 

learning is to remember Swami whenever we get stuck in any situation, 

as he definitely will help us. 
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 APPENDIX 
 

“SRI SATHYA SAI VIDYA JYOTHI - Activity Guidelines”: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18drieY0fDSa4bwq90pvCVDAaUaF2JU 

aj/view?usp=sharing 

“SSSVJ Questionnaire - Survey form for schools” 

https://forms.gle/BL6rhNXqdNrVRWEi6 

“SSSVJ Introduction” 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xJYq7zXUAUgL3hGBNJKl-fNs7KfNR 

nCi/view?usp=sharing 

“SSSVJ Induction Program - Live Webinar” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PeIxziVHEJ8 

“Testimonial Videos” 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vkJkvuaIM5biVb6FOq2BqXB8 

uFa9qjkn?usp=sharing 

“SSSVJ Volunteers List - Gents and Mahilas” 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1KO5kN1-N0S8E--TRF-ySABD 

VaCYnwXcJ?usp=sharing 

“SSSVJ Social Media Posters” 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1V8Amgil5T3miekcz-vb7vhMgV 

QWx52uq?usp=sharing 

“SSSVJ Social Media FlowChart” 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I4nlg06tG5u7VTMmLkTHbGMBPysw 

wOOc/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18drieY0fDSa4bwq90pvCVDAaUaF2JUaj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18drieY0fDSa4bwq90pvCVDAaUaF2JUaj/view?usp=sharing
https://forms.gle/BL6rhNXqdNrVRWEi6
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xJYq7zXUAUgL3hGBNJKl-fNs7KfNRnCi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xJYq7zXUAUgL3hGBNJKl-fNs7KfNRnCi/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PeIxziVHEJ8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vkJkvuaIM5biVb6FOq2BqXB8uFa9qjkn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vkJkvuaIM5biVb6FOq2BqXB8uFa9qjkn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1KO5kN1-N0S8E--TRF-ySABDVaCYnwXcJ?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1KO5kN1-N0S8E--TRF-ySABDVaCYnwXcJ?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1V8Amgil5T3miekcz-vb7vhMgVQWx52uq?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1V8Amgil5T3miekcz-vb7vhMgVQWx52uq?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I4nlg06tG5u7VTMmLkTHbGMBPyswwOOc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I4nlg06tG5u7VTMmLkTHbGMBPyswwOOc/view?usp=sharing
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